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Board to. hear appeal
of four blacks Monday

Flu buggin ~ JO?
With the flu ..ason In full forct, Murrey State studtnta likt
Sherri C.gle of Metropolis, Ill., h"d for Itt• hearth cenwr for
shot to Wllfd off the "bug."

1

flu

MSU might a1a1rd
150 sclwlarships
to dorm residents
When the Board or Regents
meet Feb. 5, they wUI hear a
proposal for awarding 160
dormitory scholarships for the
falll972 semester.
ln the University's search to
help offset declines In the
number or ouklf-stat.c students,
50 or the proposed scholarships
would be awarded lo
out · of-Rtater's Jiving in a
1OO·mlle radius around MSU.
The oUter 100 would be l.o
Kentucky residents.

rn the past, the suggestion
has arisen that students in a
specified area, 6\lch as in a
lOO·mlle radius around Murray
State, be allowed to pay instate
tuition.
The dorm s c holarship
approach was considered when
MSU president Dr. Harry M.
Sparks told l.hc stale Finance
Departmen t tha t waiv ing
out-of.r.tate tuition for the 357

out· or-state students In a
1 00-mile radius around the
campus would cost the
University $171,000.
A student's room fee would
be paid Cor by t.he dorm
scholarship. To be eligible, a
prospective student must be in
the upper Lbird or his graduating
class or have a composite score
of at least 22 on his ACT test If
he Is a rreshman or have at least
a 2 .5 point standing If he Is a
transfer student from another
college.

Dr. Sparks satd he had
ret.-elved some verbal approval of
't he dorm scholanihlp approach
from the Kentucky Council on
Public Higher Education .
In addition to the proposed
new scholarships. the president
said that the fund ror Board or
Regents and Pres ident's
scholarships has been doubled to
$ 30,000 for next year.

Three apply to run
for council office
An elt!Ction to &C'I ect n new
vice·presideut o f the Student
Go\·ernmcnl will be held in the
SUU on Feb. 3. The position was
vacated by Dennis Est.es. who
resigned because of ill heallh.
As o f yesterday, thr~
students had obtained petitions
to run for the office! Sharon
Sparks, a junior from 'Mount
Ve r no n ; Dave C ur t is, a
sophomore from LaCenter; and
Vlvlen Walls, a senior from

In other action, Ute Student
Government scheduled a concert
Feb. 8 with Lbe " Ebony Web," a
group from Memphis, Tenn.
Further information will be
released a t a later date.
Tcntatvie plan5 are being
made to bring the original cast
of ''Jesus Chri~t Superstar" to
MSU so~timc in April.

Raymo nd
Mu zia,
government president, reported
Uuit tickets will sell (or $4,
Louisville.
Polls wlll be open from 8 $4.50 and $5.
a.m. to 5 p.m.
A program fea tu ring psychic
Two new Judicial Boord ESPosltion Is &·heduled fOY
members \\ill be selected from n March 17 In the S UB. Noted
list of candidates remaining !rom individu8ls from such fields as
the previous sanester. The scnts ex tra n sensory pcrccp lion,
were left by t.hc graduation or estr~l~ and tho art of yoga
will participate in the event.
Vicki Russell and Snndr Law.

An appeal hearing by the
Murray State Board of Regents
for four black students charged
wiLh disrupting the alumni
Homecoming luncheon Nov. 6
has been rescheduled for
Monday.
Otltinally liet for last
Friday, the hearing was
postponed when Daniel A.
SChneider of the LouiS'fille law
finn of Tucker and Schneider,
which had been representing the
students, asked MSU president
Dr. Harry M. Sparks tor the
delay In a telephone call Jan. 19.
The
four
black
students··Michael Lowery and
J amu Van Lear ll or
Madisonville, Uylsses Parker of
Louisville, and James Mapp of
Chatanooga, Tenn.··appeared
before the MSU faculty
disciplinary committee Dec.
16-17 and were notified by mail
that they had been suspended
for one semester.
Making an appeal to the
Retents entiUed three of the
students to Jeiister for the
spring semester and to attend
classes. However, they were not
allowed to pay tuition.
Parker was on academic
probation last semester, and due
to his failure to maintain at least
a 1.6 point standing ror the fall
1971 semester, he was plaet>d on
academic suspension for the

present semester.
Schneider indicated to Dr.
Sparks l.hal his law firm would
be withdrawing from the ease.
Dr. Sparks said attorney Wllliam
Allison has since contacted him
for transcripts or the &t.udents
and a list or the witnesses to be
called for the hearing.
Parker reported that two
sets or lawyers are being
considered Cor taking over the
case. One set is to be provided
by the NAACP. He mentioned
Allison and William Kunstler,
civil rights attorney from
Cblcago, as the other po1;1;ible
lawyers.
Representing the Univt~rslty
at the hl'llring will be James
Overbey and Don A. Jones,
attorneys from Murray.
Joe Whittle, Re&ent rrom
Litchfield and vice-chaim1an of
the board wtll preside at the
hearint in the absence or Lyman
Ginger, newly elected st.ate
superintendent of public
instruction v. ho is unable to
attend the bearing.
Or. Spatks emphasized that
the Monday proceedings will
take the form of a hearing and
not a trial. "Witnesses will be
sworn in 1lnd transcripts will be
kept. It will be what is called a
"de nova" hearing."
He went on Lo say this
means the Board has the power

to decide 't o accept lhe decision
or the disciplinary committee to
&uspend the students, or it may
decide to be more lenient or
even sprter.
Dr. Marion Hassell, faculty
representative to the Board, and
Tom
O'Dell, student
representative to the Board, will
attend and participate in the
hearing althoueh they cannot
cast any vote toward the
outcome.
The hearing will begin in
Wells Hall at 10 a.m. Dr. Sparks
said that no lobby or waiting
room wiil be provided for those
not directly participating in the
hearing.
The four black students
were part or a group or blacks
who entered the alumni
hiocheon In the Waterfield
Student Union Bldg. to protest
the status of blacks at MSU.
Said Lowery, " We tried all
other channels of
comiJlunicatlon and then we
chose a day when administrators
and alumni would be together.
We had a planned, peact!ful
demonstration because we feel
we are beln& discriminated
against.
..The average student who
Isn't black can't feel the
frustration of black students on
this campus," be added.

R etired agriculture professor

A. Carman killed by car
A. Carman, S:l-year-old
retired chairman o f Lhe
agrl r. uUure department, was
killed Instantly Jan. 19 when
struck by a northbound car
while crossing North 16th Street
near Wells Hall.
At the time of his death.
Mr. Carman was walking to hls
home from the Fieldhouse
where he had seen the
Murray.Corpus Christl basketball
game with president l.'meritus or
Murray State, Dr. Ralph U.
Woods.
Murray Cit y Poli ce
identified lhe driver of the car as
Robert G. Copley, assistant
m a nager of the 8ig K
department store In Murray.
Copley lives in Stella and was on
lhc way home nl the Lime of Ute
&C".cidcnl.
Mr. Carman was knoeked
approximately 70 feet by the
impact .and was pronounced
dead shorUy afu!rwards upon
arrival at the Murruy.(}alloway
County Hospital .
Mr. Cannan Is survived by
his w ife, Mrs. Jessie Clark
Carman, 1605 Hamilton. one
dnug h te.r, Mrs. Mary Clark
Carman Hull, Route 7, and two
grnndsons.
A nntlvc or Cookeville.
Tenn., Mr. Cam1an 1·ame to
Murray State In 1936 ns head
Lhc agric ultu re d epartment, a
position he held Cor 23 yean
unUl his rl'lirement on August
31.19 59.

lie was a graduate of
Mayfield High School, and
received hls undergraduate and
masters degrees In agriculture at
the University of Kentucky.
Shortly after his arrival at
Murray Stat.c In 1936, Mr.
Carman was joined by E.R.
Howton, present chairman or
the department., and for many

years the two or them composed
the agriculture faculty.
ln addition LO serving as
chairman of the agrictilture
department at Murray State, Mr.
Carman also served II:'> manager
or the Untvetslty farm until
1949 when his son·in.faw, Oren
Hull, was named to that
position.

~---~~~=-~--~

or
A. Carman
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Placement Dept.

More job offers expected
By DWAIN MCINTOSH
a s o ciety that str essed
"From extreme satisfaction educational achievement , they
and reward to utter frustration." had naturally assumed jobs were
That's how Martha Guier w aiting fo r them u p on
describes the fluctuation of graduation.
reeling that eoes with her work
Instead, the slack in the
as d irector of placement at national economy forced the job
market to Its lowest ebb in
Murray State University.
R ight now--as a new 'perhaps 20 years. There has been
semester begins and another little recovery in the past 18
crop of gr ad uates stands months toward the ideal
face-to-face with the sagging job situation that existed just three
market-·she admits the picture is years ago when smiling graduates
"still gloomy" but holds out leaving the halls of higher
hope that the trend may be learning were often waving a
beginning to change.
d~ee in one hand and a fistful
"Some economists are of JOb offers in the other.
predicllng better days ahead "
"Competition for jobs is
naturally keener than ever,'' Miss
she noted, "and we see a hint
our operation that may be Guier _observed. "As more
indicative or an upswing,"
pro~ectlve employees become
She explained that more a v a II able, many of the
jobs were available last fall than companies are raising their
the year before and that not standards.''
nearly as many interview
Stude~ts on the threshold
appointments with graduating ?f graduation understand there
students by representatives of IS a dearth of job opportunities
business and industry were now, according to Miss Guier,
canceled.
and they have adjusted their
Her office serves as a liaison thinking to cope with the
between job·hunting students competition.
and recent graduates and
"Much of the anguish Is
personnel representatives of centered among teachers and
companies and agencies withpeople who have made
employment to orrer. Miss Guier educational p r eparation in
and her staff arrange interviews technic~ fields such as science,
and ru r n is h prospective englneenng and mathematics,"
employers and employees with she added.
pertinent data about each other.
A veteran of 20 years in
At times the intent of the placement work at Murray State,
placement service becomes Miss Guier continued that the
clouded in the minds of some answer to ''why?" is generally as
students and they expect too simple as the law of supply
much.
and demand.
"Neither creating jobs nor
"A declining birth rate has
convincing employers they diminished 't he need for
should hire a particular student elementary teachers, for
is our purpose," Miss Guier

in

instance, and a slump in the
aerospace industry has crippled
the job market in several fields,"
sheexplained .
s 0 m e 0 r the b est
possibilities are in the banking,
Insurance, public utilities, oil
and health-care businesses using
people trained in such specific
fields as accounting, economics
and computer programming.
Opportunities are also good in
such educational areas as special
education and industrial
education.
Miss Guier sees a trend
toward more opportunities in
ecology and environmental
control. However, she noted that
many schools are still in the
process 0 r adjusting their
academic programs to meet
these needs.
An eye-opening example of
the employment crisis is the case
of the Ph.D. graduate from Ohio
University who took a job this
yt'8r in a Texas town of 3 000
leaching mathematics and ' the
only physics course offered in
the little high S<'hool there. His
competition for that teaching
position included 14 other
applicantswithdoctoraldegrees.
"Looking ahead. we can see
some encouragement," Miss
Guier emphasized. "But next
year's prospects are little
consolation for a student who is
ready now to see lhat long
educational preparation begin
paying the e.xpected dividends.
"Instead, too many of them
are frustnted because they
cannot find jobs," she said.
' 'And we share that
frushtraUon."

Pboto by

All~n Cuon~m

TE~T ING NE_W RA~IO and TV equipment is Ray Bowman. The new

tqu1pmant arrtved thts week to the sixth floor Fine Arts Radio Cemar.

Radio-TV department
installs new equipment
According to Dr. Thomas 0 . with its first television station ,
Morgan, director of the
radio-television department, over
WKMS-FM, already fully
half of the new electwnics operational , will resume
communications equipment has broadcasting tomorrow and will
arrived and the rest in on its tentatively begin its stereo
way.
broadcasts on Feb. 15. Like the
Dr. Morgan said the television station, the radio
televililon equipment should be station has received all-new
operational by April 1 and audio equipment.
broadcasting on channel 11
The new equipment has
should begin in the fall semester been purchased from RCA and is
of 1972. At that time \VKMS.TV of professional quality used by
will provide the campus as well top broadcasting companies and
as the surrounding community networksacros..c;thecountry.

r-----------.____________________

pointed out. "Instead, we
establish a contact and provide a
suitable interview location for
the student to sell himself and
his qualifications and for the
p ersonnel representative to
evaluate him on a personal j
basis."
I
When the bottom dropped
out or the job market almost
overnight In the spring of 1970,
many college seniors w ho have
b een enjoying utopian visions of
high - p a id caree rs we re
confronted for the first time
w ith cold economic reality.
They were o ften bewildered
and disillusioned. Encouraged by

whatlle can
do for you
ifyouletus

CEA officials
consider MSU
for convention
Two officia ls of the
Conservat i on Ed u ca t ion
Assoc iati on (CEA) visited
Murray State early this mon th to
co n sider the campus as a
possible site for the national
organization's annual convention
In August of 1973.
The Conservation Education
Associat ion gives emphasis to
t h e ecucatlonal aspects or
natural resource management.
Membership includes educators
acency personnel and interested
citizens.

Worth 100 Extra
Top Value Stamps
With Fill-up
10 Gal. Min.

Whiteway
Texico Service
16th end Main ,

Automotive Speclllilts
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We will even g ive you a partridge in a pear tree.
If that's what turns you on
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Three Convenient Locations
North Branch
12th & Chestnut

Main Branch
500 MAIN

South Branch
12th & Story

Speech Dept.'s
seventh MSU
workshop held

MSU seniors are
legislative interns
Murray State is credited
with two students who are
currently serving as legislative
interns of the 1972 Kentucky
General Assembly. Lane Harvey,
a Benton Republican, and
Stephen Williams, a Democrat
from Lola, are among 20
legislative interns who serve as
unofficial administrative
assistants to the leadership of
the party they choose to work
for.
Harvey is a.~igned to furnlc;h
aid to GOP Rep. Gene Stuart of
Louisville, minority caucus
chairman in the House of
Representatives. Williams Is
assigned to the Senate's
appropriations committee, the
key panel which will oversee the
fortunes of Gov. Wnedell Ford's
upcoming budget.
Harvey and Williams were
chosen by a special panel
conposed or legislators and
co liege professors which
screened applicants before
choosing the 20 who are now
serving as Interns. The interns
applied last April, and were
picked in late June.
Two seminar type classes
were conducted In late
November and early December
for the interns. Their work
includes research on proposed
legislation and an endless
number of duties which
administrative assistants usually
handle.
Both Williams and Harvey
are 21 year old seniors that plan
to graduate from Murray this
May.
Williams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Williams of Lola,

says, "I come from a long line or
quiet Democrats. I have no
intention of stepping out of
character."
He is pleased at his position
with the appropriate committee.
He thinks his experience with
screening or the proposed
budget will be helpful in his
business career.
Arter graduate school,
Williams plans to enter the
public health field, probably in
hospilal administration.
Harvey, son or Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Harvey of Benton, has a
keen attitude toward his
political interest. He has been
andis deeply interested in Young
Republican endeavors.
Harvey says, ''1 am going to
be an attorney. The learning
experience or this internship is
nice, but I am more interested in
the political aspects. I am not
adverse to considering elective
office in the future."
Getting into politics back in
1964, Harvey began his career as
a campaigner for presidential
candidate Barry Goldwater.
Since then, he has held office in
the Marshall County Young
Republicans Club, was
co-chairman of the First District
Young Republican Federation,
and chaired the Young
Kentuckians for Emberton
committee in last fall's
campaign.
"Politics gets into your
blood," said Harvey, "l have
been told it is harder to get out
than in."
Harvey is probably the
youngest ~ndidate for the
Kentucky governorship ever. He
makes no attempt to hide his

Harvey

Williams

desire for the rear suite in the aren't members of the
center of the Capitol marked legislature."
Williams and Harvey are the
"Governor's Office."
Both Harvey and Williams second and third MSU students
were stunned at the first day of to be picked as interns. Darryl
the legislative meetings of Callahan, former student
representative on the Murray
Monday.
"It is amazing that such a State Board of Regents, was the
seemingly confusing gahterlng first participant from Murray in
could turn into such a 1970. Callahan is now 8 student
productive and meaningful at the university of Kentucky
body," Williams said. "It was Law School.
confusing, as Steve said " Harvey
Interns will return to
added, "but there wer~ a lot of academic classes after the
people here on opening day who Assembly adjourns in March,

Flu u bugging students;
classes, ofjrees emptied
The flu bug is here, as
exemplified by offices vacant or
secretaries, students absent from
classes, and the number of trips
made to the infirmary.
On Monday 139 students
went to the infirmary, most of
them with the flu, according to
Ann Taylor, head nurse at the
Student Hea l th Service.
However, most of them did not
stay, so there are plenty of
empty beds.
Speaking of flu shots, .Miss

Taylor said, "We are cont1nuing
to give them, though it is late in
the season. It might keep you
'•"":,.!:! Avinshfl the fill in FPhnaarv.
F 1u
ots ta.ke effect. in
t~ree weeks. It you are already
sack we don't give the shot " she
added, "it. is strictly preventive."
Flu shots are available at the
Student Health Service for
$1.50. Regular doctor's hours
are: 1-3 p.m. Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.; 8-10 a.m. Wed.;
9·1 0 a.m. Sat.

" ... One day the selfJSh giant
came back. He had been to visit
his friend, the Cornish ogre, and
had stayed with him for seven
years. ... "
£f you guessed the above
was some imaginative pa.c;sage
f~om a children's story, you are
rtght. It is an excerpt from a
fairy tale recited in the
storytelling division of the
Seventh Annual High School
Oratory - Interpretation
Workshop held on the MSU
campus last Saturday.
Approximately 130
students rrom 11 Kentucky,
Tennessee, and Missouri high
schools participated In the
all-day competition in a variPty
of events such as broadcast
announcing, duet acting, original
oratory. and extemporaneous
speaking.
During the morning sessions
conte;tants were judged by
UnIversity faculty members,
graduate assistants, and
outstanding students in the
fields of speech and drama.
Raymond Carter, director
of forensics at MSU, said the
workshop served as preparation
for the Regional Speech Meet to
be held here on March 11.
The awards were presented
by Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the MSU department or
communications. Twenty-eight
stud~nts with superior ratings
receaved certificates. Henry
County High School won the
~hampionshlp in both the oral
J n terpre tation and speaking
category capturing the
sweepstakes trophy.

APARTMENTS
For RENT
at

Invites you to the private world of luxury
living at no extra cost.

complete park facilities
heated pool
tennis court
shuffle board
laundry facilities
2-bay car wash
picnic area (gas grills)

$90

completely furnished
air conditioned
carpeted & paneled
•
ctty
water, sewage
free garbage collection
free tv cable
no yards to keep
'J

W e also have mobile homes for rent.
Ask about our .Rental Purchase Plan
U. S. Highway 641 North

Future Reservations Are N ow Being Accepted

per month

Murray, Kentucky 42071

Te~phone(502)7~280

-
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Concert scheduling poses problems;
numerous headaches for chairman

Sound Off!
Students air following views

Your chance to be heard

I

GUEST EDITORIAL
Dave Curtis is presently servint
co n cer t cha irm~~n fo r the
U niver~ity.
He under·took this
po~ition in the middle of the fall
ltm81ter and was appointed by the
pr11l d ent o f the Stud ent
Government.

u

also take extreme pains in
selecting a group that students
will come to hear. The selection
of a popular group is of
paramount importance, because
the entire program i.s directed
toward the enjoyment of the
student. Also, I must take a
realistic look at the ticket sales
potential and evaluate them
accordingly.
Twice I have felt that 1
have had groups sufficiently
popular to provide a night of
good entertainment as well as
being reasonably sure of box
office receipts. On the first
occassion, the Bee Gee's were
available at a moderate price
rate. Unfortunately the date
a\-ailable fell within the bounds
of the basketball season. I
consulted wllh Coach Luther of
the possibility of securing the
gymnasium for the date and
received an emphatic NO.
Instead of rolling over an ;playing
dead, I did further research and
found that the gym would not
be in use for three days prior to
and afler the date I had
requested.
Taking fact.<; and figures lo
· the Admlnlo;tratlou llldg,
talked to Dr. Sparks who,
together with Dr. Jlogancamp,
uiLlmately gave me the go ahead
on the proposed date. 'fhc only
problem then was that approval
came two days after the
proposed date wa'> sold to
another school.
The second group, Sonny
and Cher, was given much the
same go-round and approval was
ultimately delayed enough for
Murray to again miss a very
promising group.

Sound orr is a nPW column designed for the purpose of letting
students air their views on a variety of subjects. It will not be a
weekly column, but will b(' published in response to suggestions
The purpose of the Murray
received. Its purpose is to give the students and faculty an
State Student Government is to
opportunity to state their suggestions or complaints, which ever the
provide and promote a well
case may be, and let them be known to others.
rounded program of
entertainment which is
considered unique to the college
What happened to . ..
campus. 'l'he lecture series,
Insight, and most Importantly
What ever bceame or the park benches that were to be bought concerts pr0\1de the bulk of
campus wide activities which
and placed arou nd campus for the students convenience?
altempt to bring nationally
It was asked that bicycle racks be purcha.c;ed for the students in prominent names to Murray's
an effort to prevent damage or loss. Only one rack has appeared so campus.
I accepted the job as
far by the SUB. This is n step in the right direction, but a few more
concert chairman following the
would definitely be appreciated.
restgnation of Lou Romeo, who
brought the James Gang and
Cunfirmrd Rumors
REO Sp(l('dwagon to Murray.
After accepting the position, I
William KunsUer, who wru; rumored to be one of the attorney's began to make an extensive
for the four black students charged with disrupting an Alumni research into the actual funding
Banquet, has agreed to act as council for the stud~:>nt.<;. Kunsller, was and financial disposition of the
the subject of much controversy in connection with last years concert committee. The total
final allocution of the Student
Insight program.
Governtn('nt is approximately
$18 , 000. 'l'his money is
The W.S.G.A. has sent out new permission cards to all coed's colleded via a $2.50 student
parents. These. cardc; vary from the old cards in that parent.-; may
activity feu which each student
now gave thear daughters blanket permission, allowing women
pays during registration. Of Lhi)
students more freedom and responsibiUty. The other side of the card
$18,000 there is only
is similar to the ones already in effect.
approximately $8,000 left. This
amount must cover an entire
second semester or concert,
lecture and Insight expenses.
Some Suggestions
My job of analyzing dates.
gro u ps, and contracts is
Unfortunatly a tragic accident took place last week as a former compounded when on rurther
University professor was killed while crossing the street by WeUs examination, one find<; that of
Hall. Perhaps with better lighting this accident and others like It the $8,800 only $4,800 are
could be avoided. At present there is no light where cars tum to available for use by the concert
Wrather Hall and the Administration Bldg. from 16th street. This is committee. This c rippling
very dangerous not only to motorists, but to studen ts walking in this fin anc ia l restrain t denies
Murray's students of the chance
area after dark. Please! Don't let another accident occur.
to hear such groups as Sly,
Chicago, and Three Dog Night,
vith pur<:hase prices ranging
The few parking spaces in front of the SUB are not sufficient to
rom $30,000 to $50,000. One
meet the needs of the students who need to pvk there to use the
an easily see that big name
book store. Would there be any possibility that a rew more parking
roups such as these cannot be
spaces could be provided behind the SUB in order to accomodate
onsid e r e d realistic concert
this need?
.... r os p ects. The problem
therefore, is to find a group that
has a somewhat prominent
Now that the new maintenance building is completed what are name, yet a price that can be
the chances of having a sidewalk laid on Chestnut Street? Students considered reasonable.
use this road walking to and from near-by establishments and find
It this was the entire
themselves sinking ankle deep in mud . This situation forces students problem, the task would not be
to walk on the highway which is a safety hazard. Perhaps this does as difficult and complex as it is.
not fall under the Univen;it~'s jurisdiction, but if not, would they In ad di t ion to finding a
please recommend It to the caty of Murray?
moderately priced group, I must

Rumors around campus
Rumor has It that Hart Hall will be converted into a women's
dormitory in the fall . Men now presently living in this dorm will be
moved to Clark or one of the four other men's dorms.
Unfortunately, the move will have some draw·backs. No longer will
students have the freedom to go from the snack bar to the book
store of the pool room. All the inside doors must be secured to
comply with women's regulations. All facilities will still function,
but entrance wlll be from the outside only.
With spring break closer than you think, motel reservations In
Florida are rapidly being snatched by those students who are
thinking ahead. Make your plans early, vacation is only eight weeks
away.

I

Teacher exam

I

The National 'reacher
Exam i natio n s w i l l b e
administered tomorrow at MSU.
Candidates should check their
admission tickets advising them
of the location of their test
cenl('r.
Persons taking the Common
Examinations should report at
8:30 a.m. and should finish
about 12:30 p.m. Teaching Area
Examinations will begin at 1:30
p . m. and should finish at
approximately 4:15p.m.

Ecology fad
comes, goes
It's time for a birthday for
earth day!
Hemember the big earth
upheaval of a couple of years
ago'? The accent was on
anti·po llution. Earth day
brought to our attention the
fouling of our own environment.
By us.
The secre t word was
clea n -up . D on' t bu y
throw·a-ways. Use white tissues.
Pla n t a t ree. The word
"ecology" was on everyone's
lips. It was king and Ian McHarg
its high priest. Pogo of the comic
strips was its court jester and
said "The enemy is us."
Ecology really swung for a
while with just about everyone.
But we're out or the din and
back to the dirt. The kind we
tried to get rid of. At least the
action ls negative, with no ·
apparent great interest in it these
days.
What happened to the
ecology band-wagon?
Maybe someone will see his
way clear to nnd out.

However, 1 feel that I have
now succeeded in signing an act
which will prove to be an
over-whelming success at
Murray. The group is the original
Broadway production "Jesus
Christ Super Star." This is the
original Stigwood production
that came to the States · from
England.
The production includes a
26 piece orchestra and a 14
member performing group. They
have proven to be an
c x c e p tiona ll y popular
production all over the United
States and l am elated that 1
have been able to secure the
original group to perform at
MSU.
The entire concert
p r o d u c t i o n w i II r u n
approximately $15,000. This
means that I am deficit
budgeting $10,000 upon the
assumption that I have correctly
analyzed what the student bodv
wants nnd have taken the best ~f
what Is available.
In conclusion, I would like
to point out that without Lhe
increase in the sl.udent acllvitv
fee which was proposed la.'lt fail
by the Student Government and
later rejected by the Board of
R('gents, Murray's program of
lectures, concerts and the Insight
series will, quite soon, be
rendered somewhat meaningless
and perhaps defunct. However, r
am v~:>ry optomistic that a more
moderate version of the bill will
be passed, and that with the
increase in funds, students at
MSU can look forward to a more
expanded program with larger
and more prominent names
appearing on campus.

. STUD ENTS LOO K unenthu ltd 1t the perform.nce of the James Gang.
Thts concert was presented by the Student Government during the fall
semester, and hilS bMn the only concert broufjht to the MSU campus so flf
d uring the 11·72 ac:ademlc veer,

PALACE DRIVE-IN
Special
Big Hamburger Steak
with cole slaw, French fries, hot rolls & butter

Reg. $1.50

$1.09
Tuesday & Wednesday

February 1 & 2

-
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City-bred MSU student
discovers •hole' truth
about Ground Hog Day

fboto by A Ueo CUilJli.DCh,am

F R ED MORTON A STAF F MEMBER OF TH E UCM, t.ught one Metion of the "Life and
of Christ" last •mester and llfllln this sema~•. It is the only raligiou1 nudy cloffered at Murray.

Tuchi ng~

Life and teachings of Christ

Religious class offered
the student appreciate the
By KAREN ISBELL
"The Life and Teachings of various accounts of Jesus given
Chris t , " the sole Biblical in each gospel; and then offer
Literature class offered by MSU the kind of teaming situation
is being offered once again this where the student could
semester. Now an experimental understand and interpret for
program , the course has himself what this man or
previously been offered at MSU Nazareth said, did, and meant,''
explained Morton.
for three semestl'rs.
Another section of Biblical
During lhe fall semester,
three sections of the course were Liternture 201 is being taught by
open, taught by ordained Jerrell White. His class limited
ministers of differl'nt religious their study to the gospel of
backgrounds. Fred ~orton, staff Matthew, taking a chapter per
member of the United Campus session. Students analyzed the
Ministry, Uollis Miller, minister verses in the class sessions, giving
of the Campus Church of Christ, their own interpretaLion. In
and Jerrell White, pastor at the addition to a film on the
Memorial Baptist Church were in crucifiXiOn or Jesus Christ, guest
speakers were also invited to
charge of the classes.
Each instructor de~>igned the speak to the clas.'>.
"There seems to be a great
class to meet his own criteria
and the specifications of the interest in the study of Bible
students enrolled. All three literature and a seeking to know
teachers requested course how these apply lo people's lives
objectives rrom their students at today," said White. "Many
the beginning of the semester students have said that they
and partially planned the classes wanted a better understanding
of Jesus' teachings and how to
rrom these.
Morton, aided by other use these in their lives to make
UCM start members, Bill Porter the world a better place."
and Steve Davenport, narrowed
The class taught by Hollis
his section of the Biblical Miller centered around lhe first
Literature class to the gospels of four gospels--~atthew, Mark,
Mal thew, Mark, and Luke. Luke, and John. After a lecture,
Academic lectures were followed the students often took half the
by open discussions among the class to divide into
class members. Cla'iS projects, " buzz-groups" in order to
such a s t~ts and papers, analyze the lecture and to relate
consisted of Biblical information it Lo their own opinion~>. 'l'hese
accented with the student's own groups reported their resulls to
the class for feedback .
opinion.
By mutual agreement of the
"We have attempted to help

three mmisters, one section will
be dropped each semester in
rotation. Miller's group will not
be offered in the spring, but will
be picked up again in the fall of
1972.
All these suggestions were
made in the interest of providing
a selection of courses to
Interested students.
R.J. Johnson, a sophomore
from Paducah and a student in
Morton's class, took the class to
Jearn more about the New
Testament and its historical
authenticity. "Morton's class is
taught from a critical
standpoint," he said, " not bis
own philosophy, unless it's
asked for by the class."
Another student, in Miller's
clas.<>, took the class simply to fill
his deficit of Bible knowledge.
Joel Boyd, a junior from
Chicago, stated, "Although I
don't feel my faith was
strengthened or weakened by
the class, I enjoyed it and I'm
glad I took it! '

By DON MCBRIDE
looking pines. "Might as well
Now
how
m a ny make yourself comfortable. We
ground-bogs could I expect to could have quite a wait."
see roaming the wilds in
As I sat there turning into a
metropolitan Detroit? I pop-sickle, I took time to notice
wouldn't have known a the weather condlLions. The sky
ground-hog if he passed me in a was completely overcast. "Oh
Ford during rush hour. That's boy,'' I thought, "It looks like
the only excuse I have to offer an early spring for sure."
for the humiliation which 1
About three hours and five
suffered last Feb. 2.
toes
later, my friend began to
It all started the day before
ground-hog day. One of my whisper excitedly that he had
friends had come over to visit seen a patch of dark color poke
and the subject naturally (?) its furry head above ground
turned to the up coming ~>ome short distance ahead.
holiday. "How are you going to Unable to control my curiousity
spend ground-hog day?" he any longer I sped ahead of my
friend to get a better view.
asked innocently.
"He's coming out, he's
To be quite honest I had
com p Ietty forgotten the coming out," I said gesturing
significance of the occasion. Far frantically for my friend to join
be if for me, however, to display me. By this time the creature
my Ignorance. Ad -libbing was nosing around busily,
furiously In an attempt to cover presumably in search of his
all possible contingencies, I shadow.
"Come on, come on,'' 1
replied casually, "Oh, I thought
I'd break out the Flag, plant a whispered impatiently over my
few trees, sing a few Christmas shoulder. But when I turned
carols, go to church, drive safely around my friend was nowhere
and treat my dog especially in sight. Then I saw why. My
aroundhog had a white stripe
well."
Unfortunately my ruse which ran the length of its back.
I think I've made It
hadn't worked. "You forgot
about it didn't you?" he said abundantly clear by now that
accusingly. The shame of It all. I I'm far from an expert on
was almost ready to turn myself wildlife. In this case, however, 1
in to the House Committee on was at no loss for the proper
Un-American Activities when he course of action.
asked, "How would you like to
As I sailed by my panting
go with me tomorrow lo my
friend about fifty yards later, l
farm and get some first-hand began to slacken the pace. When
knowledge?"
I eagerly agreed, and he be had almost drawn even with
promised to pick me up early me 1 heard a faint stirring in the
bushes just ahead and to the
the next morning.
During the drive the next right. My friend arrived just in
time to see me run screaming
day he explained thal legend has
back to the road and a terrified
it that the ground-hog, upon
groundhog go running back to
emerging from h is subterranean
his home.
winter home, will look about for
any sign of hiw own shadow.
Should his wandering gaze
behold such a sight he will
immediately re-enter his burrow
and thus doom us all to six more
weeks of cold weather.
Needless to say, it's not
exactly picnic weather in
Michigan this time or year. We
trudged across the icy fields
covered by a two-fool blanket of
snow In search of a likely spot
from which to view this thrilling
spectacle.
After about a two-mile walk
and the loss of about four toes
to frostbite, my guide finally
halted before a stand of scrubby

Looking for something to decorate that drab roo m?
See our selection of:

FINAL CLEAN UP
OF 2 FOR 1 SHOES
Buy 1st pair at reqular price or less
second pair of equal value FREE
Lots of hard to fit sizes
Men & Woman

Family Shoe Store
510 Main

Murray,Ky.

Cliff's Notes are wotteo wrth
you m m•nd The expert
scholars Who prepare them
know what you need to help
you understand the toughest
literary works. They analyze
characters, dtscuss

underlying meanings.

posters

fish net

, paintings

candles

lflterpret. explain- all wtlh a
v1ew toward helping you get
more than !U$1 a i rade out of
literature courses. Tttles
'
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200 lrequently ass1gned plays
and novels.
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Early bird gets worm Two-career man
r efuted bynight people _ ROTC Col. Peterson finds
By FAYE STINSON

"The early bird gets the
wonn'' and "Early to bed and
early to rise makes a man
healthy, wealthy, and wise" are
more than nonsensical, tiresome
statements. They reflect badly
on a vast number of people whse
main desire is to sleep late in the
morning and who sparkle and
shine in the late night.
I refer, of course, to the
night people, a group of people
wilh splendid characters and
dispositions, who have sacrificed
their inherent habits out of
compassion for the needs or the
early-morning risers.
An analy s is of the
personality traits or the two
groups reveals the
unquestionable superiority of
the much maligned night-people.
To begin with, the absence
of slogans and cliches to praise
them, indicates a healthy feeling
of self-worth on the part or the
one as opposed to the need for
crutches to the ego of the other.
Secondly, the label of laziness
often applied to night people
denotes a petty, narrow-minded
point of view indicative of
unreasonable self-interest.
Why should a person be
considered lazy when he wants
to sleep after staying up late?
Where were his critics when he
was at his best?· They were in
bed getting the proper amount
of sleep during the proper time
of day. Naturally, they're ready
to get up at six o'clock in the
morning in disgusting good
cheer!
Consider the sacrifice of the
night-person who is losing sleep
merely to fit himself into the
day -orientated society the
early-risers seem to need so
desperately. The night-person's
mental nexibUity in attitude, as
well as generosity of spirit is
proven in this illustration.
To me, there is proof to
support the idea that nature
never intended the day to begin
in the morning. The fact that
day begins so early is a
man-made notion which acts
against the natural scheme of
things.
During times of crises, who
are the ones most alert? When
do emergencies usually happen?
Without a doubt, emergencies

are most likely to occur in the
middle of the night-this is the
time when babies are born, the
smouldering flame begins to
blaze, fevers go up, highway
accidents llappen • the time
when responsible people are
needed.
The burden of meeting
crises has largely fallen on the
shoulders or those people who
are up and about when they're
supposed to be.
On the other hand, what
happens at slx o'clock in the
morning?
In support of the idea that
nothing happens during this
time, look at the enormous
attention given to the rising of
the sun by day-people. Why
their devotion to the beauty o(
what is actually nothing more
than a dally occurrence?
If a person observes the sun
rising once in his life·time, and
rematks on its beauty then, this
strikes me as sufficient.
While day·people like to
watch the sunrise, they miss the
message nature is trying to
convey.
These people are missing the
soft light of the moon which
plays upon the emotions and,
when coupled with daylight
observations, produces a brilliant
insight leading to complete
perspective.
U there is a time when
early-risers are treading on
dangerously thin ice in taking
advantage or night-people, it's
with their insisten chitter-chatter
in the morning hours. The good
judiffient of the latter is showed
by their knowledge of when to
be silent.
Actually, night-people don' t
need or want a defense. They are
very self-sutrteient and have
always been able to maintain
their way of life through
Individual means of ingenuity.
The greatest Ideas come at a
time of night when everything's
closed and everyone's in bed.
The shining Juster of these ideas
is du Ued by the sense of
grotfiness that comes from
getting up too early. When they
come to mind once more, In
their original state or brilliance,
everyt h ing's closed and
everyone's in bed again.

Student teachers have .. funny feelings"

Murray

ideal environment to begin new Iife
A r i nal three-year
assignment at MSU as the
professor of military science is
provid ing Col. Palmer A.
Peterson with the Ideal
environment for tying together
two careers.
He plans a transition from
soldier to high school guidance
counselor when he retires from
the Army in mid-1974 after
more than 32 years of service.
Looking ahead with the
same kind of quiet enthusiasm
he demonstrates in his work as
head of the ROTC program on
the campus, the 49-year-old
South Dakota native envisions
"a number or years of
counseling work with young
people at the high school level."
While putting his finishing
touch on a distinguished military
career with the duty assignment
at Murray State, he is taking
graduate work In preparation for
the new profession on which he
has settled his sight.s.
He explains the reason for
his second-career choice this
way:
"Primarily, my motivation
Is a combination of two
factors--the intriguing aspect or
pointing high school young
people in the right direction and
the realistic appraisal that new
career opportunities are severely
l'boto by Wl.leon Woolley
limited for a 50-year-old.''
COL. PALMER A. PETERSON, a .,.-ofeaor of military science, plans to
Tall and slender with dark
hair tinged slightly with gray, follow 1 carMI' of guidance counseling attar he retires f rom the Army in 1974.
Peterson exudes a kind of
Besides the word-of-mouth
unobtrusive pride in the Anny as and predicts gradual growth in
an organization and ip his the future.
suppo r t from the cadets,
"All the young men in the Peterson sees two other factors
contributions as a soldier.
ROTC program now are involved as significant in recruiting young
The former paratrooper and
simply because it is their men to the p r ogram-the
armor specialist walked Into a
choice," he observed. ''They are doubling of pay for advanced
challenging situation when he
not lacking for motivation. And corps cadets from $50 to $100 a
arrived on the campus last July.
because the corps bas fewer month by Congress In December
He was faced in the t'all with
cadets, the staff members In the
voluntary instead of compulsory
department can devote more and an increasing understanding
military training for the first
individual attention to their among young men of the draft
time since the ROTC program
was initiated at Murray State in personal and academic needs." law and their obligation under
He foresees an increase in the random lottery system of
1952.
Despite the expected sharp enrollment during the spring selective service.
drop in the number of freshman semester but is quick to disclaim
"A young man who has to
enrollees i n the ROTC credit himself for the expected
go into the service anyway can
program--from 552 in the fall or gain of about 20 cadets.
pay much of his college cost
1970 to 50 a year later- and the
"Cadets have sold the
resulting reduction in overall size ROTC program themselves," be through ROTC while earning a
commission that will enable him
to 169 cadets, he calls the said, "and not only to freshmen
present situation " delightful" but to more advanced students. as an officer to achieve greater
Naturally my staff and I are development of his potential,"
proud because this is indication Peterson said. "It's really that
simple."
the cadets are pleased."

So you unnt to be a teacher, huh?
After two weeks of
"playing" teacher at various
schools around the state, a
number of student teachers from
MSU has started sympathizing
with their instructors down
through the years of their
education.
While we as students sat on
the sidelines, more interested in
football and our best friends'
latest dates, the teachers beat
their brains out to try and get us
Interested in English or math.
Or so say some students
who have had the tables turned
on them--"lt's a funny feeling to
be the one standing in the front
of the room, and not one of the
kids sitting in the chairs ignoring
the teachers," says one college
senior-teacher on tti'e subject of
her student teaching.
While many of the students,
lhough, generally seem to be
enjoying this eight weeks of
their education, problems have
arisen.
For one thing, the age
difference.
As an attractive co-ed put it,
"Since you're not much older
than your students--and they

know it- they sometimes want to
treat you as 'just one of the
gang. • You have to make it
pretty clear from the start that,
while you may not look it, you
are older than they are. You are
the teacher, if on l y
temporarily."
Being young and new at
"this thing called teaching"
causes another problem too.
''What do you do when a
student asks you a question that
you don't know how to
answer?" a chagrined student
teacher asked. "And for some
reason, they always manage to
ask 'em!"
As she pointed out, "You're
too new and scared to say 'I
don't know' and too smart to
try to Cake your way out
because you might get caught.
"Or how about when you're
reading along in a book and
come across a pretty strong cuss
word. After you force yourself
to go ahead and say it, one or
your cute little sophomores
raises his hand and wanLc; to
know what it means.
"Then what do you do?"
Although It may be no cure

for beginners' blues, the 1972
crop of student teachers should
be happy to know that they
aren't the first ones with such
probl(!ms.
Since 1966 alone, 3,590
MSU students have gone through
the ritual, which is necessary to
attain a teaching certificate from
any college.
According to John Taylor,
director of student teaching, the
number of student teachers bas
~town almost 190 per cent in
the last ten years. Dr. Taylor
estimated that in the 1971-72
year, about 800 students will
participate in the program. They
are scattered out in 40 school
systems around the state.
The number this year has
more than tripled the figure of
250 student teachers in 1958-59.
It is nearly one and one-half
t imes over the number in
1966-67.
Take heart, student
teachers: all those hundreds and
hundreds of past student
teachers have survived the test
and lived through the
embarrassment. Is there any
doubt you will, too?
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With th e ll(ltie.llt of long hair for
y oung men, plu.~h hairstyling salofls for
m e n spran g iflto being;, the.
llli!lropofitrw , ;~nle.r.~. Now liH• hair
.d y fi s l ~>
h u IJ f' rea c; It c d m i d d1f'
A mnira-but h tiH• gt?ograph ical .q wtion
and the midd/1: class. And surprisingly
1muugh to some pt'ople, the busint'.~s
,q •cms to bP stu:cr.~sful, l!vt!n 111"'"·

By MARIE COUTU

S URE SHEAR. Bill Redlch, a h8ir stylist of Roffet'l of
Munay trims 8nd th8fMI Wan"an Day's h8ir. D8V. who

resid• in Murray, is one of many man young and old
alike favoring this new trend in man's hairstyling.

Sculptured cuts make headway

Men favor style in haircuts, salon
1

Ptloto by WU.OD WooDe7
A SCULPTURED HAI RSTYLE is .:h ieved
through car8ful cutting and styling by trained
speci.tlists. A long style trimmed regularly may
suit the fathiCifH:onscious mala better than an
~naltrim.

From the outside, it looks
like an exclusive menswear shop.
All that can be seen by passerby
are a few chairs in the front
"waiting room."
But inside, one finds himself
in a plush hair-styling salon, with.
thick red carpeting, padded hair
dryer chairs, and pictures of the
latest styles postered neatly on
the walls.
There is one difference,
however. The customers are
men.
[n Murray, two men's hair
styling salons have opened
within the last four months,
both operating under the same
franchise. Roroer Industries,
Inc., a naUon-wide enterprise,
trains the barbers in the
techniques of cutting, styling,
and treating problem hair.
Johnny Morganti, owner of
RofOer of Murray, explains that
each customer is treated
individually. Appointments are
taken to allow for ample time
between each customer.
"We sculpture and shape the
hair in a style suitable for the
facial features and personality of
the customer," says Morganti.
"You must have a &ood baircut
to get a good style. It is
sculptured with a razor first.
"We make no big, complete
changes, such as changjng or
eliminating a part. T hat Is too
drastic to suit the customer. The
next morning, he must be able
to comb his hair pretty close to
the way it was when he left
here."
Morganti's assistant, Bill
Redick, says the Capilo
treatments are used to keep

psoriasis under control and to
keep hair from falling out.
Because of its proximity to
MSU, one might assume that
most of the customers at
Roffler's would be college
students. However, Morganti
estimates that over 70 per cent
of his customers are local
residents.
" Few college students with
long hair ever get their hair cut,"
he says. "However, every haircut
that goes back to the campus
brings us at least one more
customer."
A good haircut, followed
with a suitable style, will look
better than shaggy long hair and
last longer than a regular haircut,
because the shape will stay in,
explains Redick.
AccordJng to Redick, men
are more willing to accept the
idea or having their hair styled,
because they " are more
conscious or their looks."
A few years ago, the
suggestion of a man having his
hair " styled," and particularly
wearing a hairnet and sitting
under a dryer, would have made
him the laughing stock of most

small towns like Murray. Now,
as Redick says, "men often
spend more time under their
wive's hairdryers than their
wives do."
As men accept the need for
styling as opposed to an
ordinary cut, they realize that a
good cut lasts longer, and
gradually accept the higher cost.
In order to keep their business,
even regular barbershops are
finding it necessary to add
styling to their standard
repertory of "shave and a
haircut."
The trend towards style and
appearance conciousness that is
appearing in men's clothing is
making room for the wider
acceptance of men's hair styling.
Salons like Rotfier of Murray are
doing a thriving business in small
middle-class towns all over
America. The rashioo-conscious
male is no longer found only in
large cities and on Ivy League
campuses.
As Redick expressed It,
"Men care how they look now,
so hair-styling is here to stay."

DELICIOUS DINNERS
BROADWAY PLAYS
Frid~y, Saturday, Sunday

Jan.28,29,30
~~

Never

Too Late''
Plain Dresses $1.19
2 Slacks
$1.19
Thru Febru ary
REWARD
Art portfolio lost

Dec. 21; contains
prints. Call 753·8929

College Cleaners
Aaoss from Ordway Hall

FAI,SAT: Dinner. at 7

SUN at 5

Phone 362-.4271 for Reservations

CViJJag6

DINNER-THEATRE

Kentucky Dam Village State Park

hle 10

Social Whirl

Winter activities warm up for Western game
Dress Is casual and
refreshments wUI be served. AU
Members or the Lambda Cbi brothers and alums are urged to
Alpha social fraternity will attend.
sponsor its first annual " June in
Sigma Chi wlll also have two
January" party Saturday night car washes going tomorrow from
from 9-1, at the Hopkins Club 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. Cars will be
hou se. The music will be washed at five-points in Murray
provided by Clap Hands, Here and also at the Gulf station in
Comes Charlie, and dres.c; is Mayfield. Cars will be cleaned
beach attire.
inside and out for $1.50.
Monday night the fraternity
will have a Western Victory
ALPHA DELTA PI
Celebration at the fraternity
house immediately after the
Alpha Delta Pi Social
game. Refreshments will be
Sorority has elected and
served.
installed off~eers for the coming
year. They are Pam Miller,
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Paducah , president; Vickie
Snellen , Louisville, first
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity vice-president; Lynn Bruna,
bas elected its officers for the Frankfort, aecond vice-president;
spring semester. They are Bobby Paula Marietta, Terre Haute,
Herndon, Murray, president; Ind., recording secretary.
David Buckingham, Mutray,
Pam Roge rs, Hartford,
vice-president; Mike Hogan, correspondlq aecretary; Phyllis
Princeton, treasurer.
Hancock , Fulton, treuurel';
Steve Belote, Mayfield, Sharon Dlanls, Bardstown,
pledge muter; Larry Grider,
historian; S usan Hannah,
Kevil, corresponding secretary; Richmond, Ind .. registrar;
Jerry Luz, Mumy, recording Debby Mitchell, Marion, Ill.,
secretary.
pard.
Pi Kappa Alpha held a
coffee at Southside restaurant ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
last night ror rushees.
Alpha Gamma Delta held
Tonlebt there first rush
their
annual Snow Ball formal
dance wUI be held at the
Woodmen of the World from last Saturday nieht at Bark.Jey
Lodge. Lyndy Conley was
9-J..
chosen Ideal Alpha Gam and
Chuck Cantrell was named Man
SIGMA PID EPSILON
of the Year.
The brothers of Sigma Phi
KAPPA ALPHA
Epsilon Fraternity wiU hold a
rush dance at the Woodmen of
The Kappa Alpha Order will
the World Saturday from 8-12 have a chili supper tonight at the
p.m . The band will be KA house, beginning at 6. All
Stump-Daddy from HopkiJJsville. rushees are invited. Dress is

LAMBDA CID ALPHA

SIGMA CHI
Sigma Chi will sponsor a
pre- ga me celebra t io n this
afternoon beginning at 4 p.m. in
their game room adjacent to the
fraternity house.

PLease turn in any
news events or
acti vities to
The News
by no?n Mon.
pnor to
Fri. publications.

casual.
There will be a toga party
rush dance tomorrow night at
the Calloway Country Club from
8 untll12.
A house party will be held
Monday night after the Western
game. Dress is casual.
Entertainment and refreshment.>
will be provided.
A coffee will be held on
Wednesday, Feb. 2 at the
Triangle Inn at 8 p.m. Dress Is
coat and tie.

PINNINGS
Gail GuBfoU (Alpha Omicron PI
p&.ctp), Arlln&to• HetaJsta, m.. to
ScoUy Slmp1on (Slama Cht),
Lout.vtlle,

JoF euu., MoaDda. m., &o IUGk
rox (JI[appa Alpba). c.uo. m.
Jl[aya Fox, ~.me. &o .loha
lbdl Hale (JI[appa AJpba), MuaaF.

ENGAGEMENTS
NanCF DeMnr (AJpba Omlaon
Pl), Hlclunall, to Steve Vaupa
(Si&ma Cbl), P'aDfleld , ID.
Sherry Heath (Alpha Omicron
PI), Blcko~:y, to BiUy Fryer,
Henden10n.
Kim SteveJll (Alpha Omicron
ft), Beavez Dam, to John Parker (ft
Kappa Alpha), Hanford .
Marybeth Coffeen <Alpha
Gamma Delta) , GUbert...W. , t o
TommF Fe,.._,u (Kappa Alpha),
Kuttawa ,
Robyun Schaefer (Alpha Gamma
Deka), Owesuboro. &o Dan GrMI'
(Tau Kappa E&*Jon). Daleware,
Ohio ,
Pal Ro1UID&D (Alpha Delta Pl),
Paducah, &o Dan Cla~on (Lambda
CbJ Alpha), Fullon.

WEDDINGS
Muty DIDon (Alpha o.t.oa
ft), CeatnHa, m•• &o nm Mappta,
LoW..W..

Jl[aF Porter, Head-, &o 1 &ad.. (Si&ma1 Pbl ltpalloa),
....d-n.
Oa&hy GrimH (Alpba G . _
Delta), MetropoU., m.. &o Danlona
llilet.1vPOU., W.
'
San
G
dy uUute (Alpha Delta PI),
~':!!:;,n ~·., to Steve GOII&rltf,
Sherry • Mattin&ly ( Alpha Delta
ft), Gnmd Rhrera, to John ChiPII.
GaaAd Riven.
fatti McKinney (AJpba Omicron
Pl). ~. to JlnunF lln>wn
(Alpha Tau OIDtC& ), La Gnqe,
Lealie Furaeuon (Alpha
oadcron PI), MIUftF &o Hal Kamp,
........,.
Mute W.U., Hopldmrille, &o
J:dwud Coutu, Mendon,

w-.

JR CLEARANCE
Complete Balcony Sale

SHOEs·
l/2 Price and less
All Sale Shoes
$6-$8-$10
Reg. $13 - $22

HUIE'S
Flower Shop
I BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS

All Fall & Winter

Phone 753-3981
IllS. l5th

I
I

Holiday Jr.

All Junior

Dresses

Sportswear

Sizes 3 - 13

1/2 Price

Fall and Winter

All Junior

1/2 Price

Party
Dresses
1/2 Price

1/ 2 Price

Boots 1/ 3 off
One group of

$5 Shoes
Southside Shopping Manor

the
Slioe
tree.....

~

LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"
- COURT SQUARE -
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35-year-old tradition

'Campus Lights' in rehearsal
By MARIE COUTU..
Campus
1~ i g ht s,
the
35-year-old musical tradition at
MSU is now in rehearsals Cor the
1972 version to be held Feb.
24-26, which falls during the
University's Golden Anniversary
celebrations.
WriUen, performed and
directed by students in the
music department at Murray
State, the annual production is
sponsored by local chapters of
two profe ss ional mu sic
fraternities--Sigma Alpha Iota

and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.
Directed by Tom Walker, a
senior from Greenville, this
year's production involves a
company of about 130 people,
including a 46-voice singing
chorus, a 34-piece stage band, a
12-member dancing chorus, the
Murray Men q u a r tet and
individual cast members. Larry
Stinson, a junior from
Madisonville, is the assistant
director.
Walker said full rehearsals
for the musical comedy will

To c onduct science institute

begin Saturday when the band,
chorus, dancers and cast will be
combined for the first time.
"The show this year centers
around the dl f!iculties
encountered by a young
musician trying to establish a
band," explained Walker. "The
unusual circumstances which
bring the characters together
give the show a unique twist and
I think this, along with t he
excellent cast, band , and chorus,
will provide an evening of
excellent entertainment for
everyone.
Lead roles this year will be
played by Dick Stevens,
Rantoul, Ill., senior; Steve
Fraz ier, Cincinnati, Ohio,
freshman ; David Sutherland,
Benton, senior; Vicki Collison,
Washington, Ind., freshman ; and
Ange N ann y, Rum s ey,
sophomore.
The Murray Men, who also
have roles in the cast this year
are Jim Shaw , Murray ,
s ophomore ; Jim Lutz ,
Madisonville, junior; Cletus
Murphy, Wingo, senior; and
John Guthmiller, Arnold, Mo.,
sophomore.
'l'he show was written by
Lynn Armstrong, Milan, Tenn.,
senior; Susan Nance, Murray,
senior; Henry Buckingham,
Syracuse, N.Y., senior; and Ed
Co l ler , Lorain, Ohio,
!;Oohomore.
Proceeds from the show
eac h year are used for
scholars hips for incoming
fre s hman music majors at
Murray State.
Information about ticket
sales will be released at a later
da te.

Photo b:r Lynn : . ==~:;.w
HO URS OF PRACTICE by MSU students promise to make Campus lights
'72 a big success.

$52,201 grant a1«1rded to MSU
A grant. of $52,201 has been
awarded to MSU by the National
Science Foundation (NS ~') to
conduct a science institute on
the campus next summ~.>r for
junior and senior high school
teachers o f general science.
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn,
dean of the School of Arts and
Sciences and instit.ut.e director,
said the eight-week session will
run concurrently with the
regular summer · term June
12-Aug. 4.
Approval of the grant marks
the 15th consecutive year the
NSF has supported at leao;l one
science Institute on the Murray
campus. The first institute at
Murray State in 1957 was the
first in Kentucky supported by
the NSF.
Two s ummer s cience
institutes here have been
financed by NSF grants for the
past six years, but a sharp
cutback in the amount of
na t ionwid e NSF support
reduced the program to one
institute lhis year.

The t otal nationwide
support in the NSF program for
1972 is about $13.7 million in
assistance for about 10,000
teachers--about half the amount
of funding and the teachers who
benefited during the previous
year.

Application forms and
further information may be
o btaine d from Dr . W. E.
Bla c kburn, Summer Science
Institute l>irt>ctor, Hox 1125,
University Station, Murray, Ky.
42071. Deadline for submitting
Applications is March 1, 1972.

Murray is one or only two . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
schools in Kentucky awarded
summer science institute grants
for 1972 from among 190
co lleges a nd univ e rsitie s
throughout the country.
Blackburn said 4 0 stipends
are available and estimated that
a b out 50 participants will
receive Cull or partial awards for
the institute.
Applicants c h ose n bv
the selection commit tee will
receive a stipend of up to $76 a
week plus $15 for each
dependent. Blackburn said Lhere
1\re no residential restrictions but
thal most applicants in past
years have been from Kentucky
and nearby states.

Snackateria Line

WITH THIS
RING ...

The shape of things to come.

hECarved

The Volkswagen Beetle will be around
for years to come.

The cer<'mony is a moment
remembered forever •.. with
rou r wedding band carrymg its m essage of love over
t he yea rs. A nt<'!ssagc of
beauty and <tU:IliLy as the
heritage of A r tCnrved .
Since 1850 this name has
been l>elovcd lw brides and
gronms who i-he rifl h the
ti meless e legance of the
very oost. S..e our breath·
takmg .new ArtCarved collection soon.

Someone else somewhere will introduce o new economy cor and there will be
lots of excitement.

8

AlLEGRO SET
His $ 27.50 Hers S24 .SO

in SUB Cafeteria

Prediction

The excitement will die down.
Prediction

As in the post, people who own old
Volkswogens will trade them in for new
Volkswagens because (we guess) they like
Volkswagens.
Prediction

Our engineers wil l continue to improve
the way the cor works and our stylists will
continue to be frustrQ ted.
Prediction

Open daily 8 :30- 2:30
Sandwiches
Salads

Prediction

Sometime in 1972, the Beetle t will
become the most popular single model
automo bile ever mode in the world, bypassing the M odel T Ford with production
of over 15 million vehicles.

No meal tickets through this line
Breakfast 8:30-10:30

Hot & Cold

Prediction

Prediction
COOK'S JEWELRY

Desserts

CENTRAL S HOPPING CENTER

Steam Table Items

753·1606

We won' t let that lost prediction go to
our heads.

CARROLL

~

VOLKSWAGEH, lift.

~PHONE 753-1150

..
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As visiting scholar

Pogue to lecture at VMI
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue,
execu tlve director of the
Marshall Research Foundation in
Arlington, Va., and president of
the MSU Alumni Association,
will serve as a visiting scholar in
residence at Virginia Military
Institute during the spring
semester.
Pogue, a 1931 graduate of
Murray State with a major in
historv. has been named to the
Mary Moody Northern Chair in

the Arts and Social Sciences for
the semester which began Jan.

11.
His appointment to the
Northern Chair, established in
1970 to honor Mrs. Northern, a
VMI benefactor from Galveston,
Tex., was announced by Maj.
Gen. Richard L. lrby, VMI
superintendent.
Pogue is widely known as a
World War 11 biographer and
historian of the European

MSU graduate named
NTID dean assistant
interested in deaf education
after he had spent time as an
interpreter for deaf members in
the congregation of the
Metropolitan Baptist Chureh in
Washington, D.C.
With a bachelor's degree in
mathematics and physics from
Murray State, Wilson went on to
N.Y.
In his new position, Wilson the University of Kansas to earn
will assist with the long-range a doctorate in nuclear physics.
planning and researeh functions
He and his wife, J immie
of the NTID, the only national
postsecondary technical school Joan, are presently adopting a
for the deaf in the U.S. He 5-year-old son, Bobby, who is
formerly was an educational deaf.
Wilson is the son of Mr. and
specialist, helping deaf students
who take regular classes at RIT. Mrs. Greene 0. Wilson ot
Wilson, a physicist, became Murray.

Dr. Fred L. Wilson, a 1959
graduate of MSU, has been
named administrative assistant
to the dean at the National
Technical Institute for the Deaf
(NTID) located on the campus
of Rochester Institute of
Technology (RIT) in Rochester,

campaign. He has been involved
since 1944 in co llecting,
preparing and publishing
material on two of the country's
greatest generals-- George C.
Marshall and Dwight D.
Eisenhower.
During the semester Pogue
will offer a seminar course
entitled ''Strategy and
Diplomacy in an Era of Crisis,
1939-1945.'' The course will be
an economic, political and
military analysis of American
diplomatic history in the war
era.
A Crittenden County native,
Pogue served on the faculty at
Murray State 1933-37 and
1954-56. He was presented ''The
Distinguished Alumnus Award"
or the university in 1964.

Official to host
MSU graduates
Graduates and former
students of Murray State
University from the
Frankfort-Lexington-Louisville
area will be the guests of former
Lt. Gov. and Mrs. Harry Lee
Waterfield at a reception in
Frankfort on Sunday.
To be held in the Georgian
Room ot the State National
Bank Bldg., the reception is
scheduled from 3 to 5 p.m.

Committee on residency
fonned to aid students
In order to help both the
student and the school work on
problems concerning out-of-state
tees, a committee that deals with
residency for the students was
formed. According to Wilson
Gantt, Dean of Admissions,
" Four years ago the Council on
higher education made some
changes which were brought
about by certain laws, such as
the 18 year old vote. They
reworked the regulations to
interpret the intent of the law.
In essence, if a student comes to
Murray and is a full-time
student, he immediately pays
the fee, he cannot be a resident.
However, with the committee
now in operation, a student can
appeal.
The general statement made
In the definition of a resident
student for fee assessment
purposes says: "Generally
speaking, a student who is
eligible to enroll as a resident
student in another state cannot
be enrolled as a resident student
at a Kentucky state-supported
lnstitu lion of higher learning.
Generally, a student initially
classified as out-ol-state cannot
be re<lassified."
There are ex~U9ns to this
role, such as ~e of a
non-resident female to a resident
ma le, parents establishing
residence in the state after a
student bas been admitted, and
military assignment of parent in
the state.
Such rules and terms are
defined in the guideline. "Any
student or prospective student in
doubt concerning his residence
statu s mu s t bear the
responsibility for securing a
ruling by stating his case in

Waterfield, a 1932 graduate
of Murray State and currently a
member of the University Board
or Regents, has served two
terms--In Kentucky's second
writing to the admissions otflcer. highest office. He is now an
'I'he student who, due to Insurance executive with
subsequent events, becomes headquarters in Frankfort.
eligible tor a change in residence
classification, whether rrom
out-of-state to in-state, or the
reverse, has the responsibility of
immediately Informing the
Office of Admissions of the
circumstances in writing."
The Non-Resident Fees
Committee, composed of Rex
Thompson , Chairman, Dr.
Walter Blackburn, Charles L.
Eldridge, Wilson Gantt, Robert
Hendon, and a student
representative, consider changes
in resident status based on this
criteria. Application for change
in residence classification should
be made In writing to Wilson
Gantt.
The student seeking to
change residence status must
submit such documentary proof
as required to support his
application.

Racers prepare
for Hilltoppers
with new slogan

Last year. many of the
Murray State Racer fans were
upset with the change in the
slogan "Make Western See Red"
to the new slogan of "Make
Western see Blue." However, the
change in this slogan brought a
surprising victory for the Racers.
This year, Gamma Beta Phi
Society will be selling mums for
$2.00 each and boutonnieres for
$.76 each. They will be on sale
this week in the SUB lobby. Join
in with the Racer fans and
"Make Western see Blue."

lboto by WDMa Woolley

KEYBOARD CONCENTRATION-Aw.d winning Chart• Tichenor
practices under the watchful eye of Mrs. Mllt'ie Taylor, his piano instructor.

MSU music major chosen
to appear with orchestra
Charles Tichenor or extremely high honor," Mrs.
Calhoun , a senior music Taylor said the auditions in
education major at Murray State J ackson are "the only
University, will appear as the opportunity of this type in the
euest pianist with the Jackson area available to our stu~nts. ·
(Tenn.) Symphony Orchestra in
Besides his talent as a
a concert Mareh 5 in Jackson.
pianist, Tichenor has also been
He was selected for the involved In several vocal
honor at Lambuth College in activities at the University,
Jackson Saturday. Jan. 22, including the choir, the Chamber
during auditions open to college S ingers, opera workshop,
students from throughout the director or an all-girl chorus for
area.
the annual All-Campus Sing
The 21-year-old son of Mr. competition, and as a featured
and Mrs. William G. Tichenor of male vocalist for the Miss
Calhoun chose Ravel's Piano Murray State Pageant.
Concerto in G Major for his
For two consecutive years
audition. The orchestra will he had a major role in the annual
feature Tichenor playing the Campus Lights musical
s ame selection for the product ion.
subscription concert in Mareh.
Tichenor is also a member
His accompanist tor the
of Omicron Delta Kappa
audition was Mrs. Marie Taylor, national honorary leadership
his piano instructor and a fraternity for upperclassmen.
member of the music faculty at
IL BOAT AND TRAI L ER
Murray State since 1969. Mrs.
16'
Larnon sloop rl~
Taylor played the "orehestra
fiberglass 'I COW, dacron ulla
reduction"-a simulation of the and n e w nylon ahaeu.
Excellent condition end , . .dV
orchestral accompanimentto go. C.n be - n at Kenlan•
during his performance.
Shores Subdivision. Eut of
Calling hii selection as guest New Concord or phone
pianist with the orehestra "an

CAMPUS CASUAL

Just Received
New Shipment

of 8-TRACK TAPES
and CASSETTES

$2.95 Each
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Center - Chestnut St.

I

Sportswear 1/3 off

[lingerie % Price

l'1\~oo Below % PriceI

Be sure to see the
new spring clothesSwimsuits and Sportswear

Use your Bank Americard
or our Layaway Plan.

Open 8 • 5
6 days a week

, ... ,3
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Placement Interviews

I

TODAY
Paducah Public Schools, Paducah . Elementary education, special
education, English, industrial arts, physical education, math, science
teachers.
Peace Corps and Vista, SUB Lobby.

FEBRUARY 1
College of Social Professions, U of K, Lexington. Minority students
who are interested in a graduate program in social work.

FEBRUARY 3
State Farm Insurance Companies, Murfreesboro, Tenn. Interested
students.

FEBRUARY 4
Nelson County Schools, Bardstown. Elementary and secondary
teachers.

FEBRUARY 8
Metropolitan Public Schools, Nashville, Tenn. Elementary and
secondary teachers.
Travelers Insurance, Louisville. Interested students.

FEBRUARY 15
Board of Education, Memphis, Tenn. Elementary education, special
education, math, industrial arts, physical sciences, athletic coaches.
Springfield Public Schools, Springfield, Ohio. Elementary and
secondary teachers.

Photo by WU.Oa WooUey
PLACING JOB CORPSMEN--Two ~r-tatives of
Mid James Biggl, director of Upwn Bound. Morton and
thyp~t ~a of the Breckinridge Job Corps
Craig, who will be Involved in the -ino and .election
Center at Morganfield- Paul Morton (left center) and
Norma n Cra ig (right center) - talk with Munay State of the five students, said the college placement ideals part
Unlvei'Sity officltls as they work out detail• for placint of a program at the center to tmpahsiza academics in
five Job Cofps students in the Upwat'd Bound pt'OII'llm
addition to voc1tional educetio n and job taining.
on the campus ..-t a~mmer. S hown with them.,. Dr. Established in 1965, the Brackinridgt Job Corps Center
I Donald B. Huntet'llett), dean of the School of 'E ducation, !Nintains an enrollment of about 1,825 students.

Fac ulty a e;ain
off ered grants
for r esearch
Research grants for
University faculty members will
once again be offered on a
c ompetitive basis by the
Committee on Institutional
Studies and Research (CISR).
About $ 35,000 in funds will
be administered by the CISR for
the 1972-73 academic year to
encourage outside research by
MSU faculty members. The
20-member committee, which
has proportional representation
from each of the University's
fiv e schools, has set no
limitations on the number of
projects allowed In a particular
department.
Application forms may be
obtained in the history office
and must be submitted to Dr.
Kenneth Harrell , CISR
chairman , in the history
department no later than March
1, 1972.
The CISR was formed six
years ago to help finance
promising faculty research
projects. Since that time, two
MSU taculty- authored book.s
and dozens or articles have been
assisted by the funds.
For further Information,
contact Dr. Harrell or any
member of the CISR.

A uditions held;
Theatre ca~t
to be posted
Auditions for the University
Theater's next production,
"Skin of Our Teeth" by Thorton
Wilder, were held earlier this
week. The cast will be posted
soon. A list for any interested
student who would like to work
on a crew will be outside room
111 of the Fine Arts Bldg. next
week.
ROOMMATE NEEDED

Female roommate needed
to share an .apartment.
If interested, call 753-4042.

BOONE'S

TIIANK YOU! ftat il what tllese DMMY

saving coupou are meant to aay. We appreciate your buaiDess ... AIKI reme~ber
Boone'• Laudry aacl Cleaners' high quUty
Saaltone Dry CleaniDg and fllle aervke
r emain the sanlf'... Nothing chaaled but tbe
price!
No lim it on
what YO\I bring
on each cO\Ipon.
The

valuable

more

LONG COATS
Men's or udies

a.

save.

Boone Cleaner
tocatlor.s.

SAVE
On
your Dry

Cleaning During
Boone Cleaners

"The Cleaner Interested In You"

....,._BOONE'S--• p--..BOONE's.._-.-..

cO\Ipont you use
the more you

Take .the
coupons to ariy s
convenient

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

99' (Plain)

Bring any number. You mu.t present
tbis coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
February 29, 1972

........OONE'_s--ESS'SIIIIS'IIa'IIIPJ

,..~

SLACKS
ea.

6- for

99'

Bring MY number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to

Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good tbru
February 29, 1972

pmiSSisssssBOONE'~

SWEATERS

(Men's or Ladies)

Appreciation
Sale

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED

69'

Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.

ea.

69'

Bring any number. You must preaent this

coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.

Oip These
Student

Coupon Good thru

Coupon Good thru

February 29,1972

February 29, 1972

Savings

. -. .-.BOONE'=~---.

.---•BOONE'~~----~

Coupons

MEN'S SUITS

LADIES
PANT SUITS

Reg. sr.60
each

ea. 99'

Bring any number. You must present

tbis coupof! when you bring your
All coapolll Geod
dana .Februey 29,
1m at all ao-e•a
Cleuen Stores.

cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.

Coupon Good thru
February 29, 1972

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

and PLAIN DRESSES

ea. $1.09

I

present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.

Bring any number. You must

Coupon Good t.hru
February 29, 1972

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,
5 Conven ient Locattons

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
s ~roints

Story Ave.
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In our Advanced Course the monthly subsistence allowance has just been increased. From $50 to $100.
One hundred dollars every month for 10 months of the school
year. To spend on room and board, dates and ball games.
To save for grad school.
But Army ROTC means a lot more than more
money. It means management and leadership experience that
you just can't get anywhere else. The kind of thing that can
land you a better job, and move you along faster once you
get it. It means a commission as an officer and everything
that goes with it. The prestige, the pay, the chance to travel,
the experience.
Now ROTC looks
even better. For the money
you'll earn today. For the person
you'll be tomorrow. See your
Professor of Military Science,
or send the coupon for
information.
Army ROTC.
The more you look at it,
the better it looks.
Arm~

ROTC

1'. 0 llo>~ 1!!7():1
l'hilatldphi•. 1'10.

I'II~H

ldl tne mort• o.buuc lhi~cuune
th•tll"'"' Slllll • nwnth

N:tmt·' - - - --
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-
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( ,nlll1:t•;,.Ut'ltcfinsz: - - - - - -
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TODAY
Omega Psi Phi "Purple and Gold Dance," Student Union
Ballroom, 9 p.m.-12:30 a.m., "Black Funk" will play, $1.50
single-$2.25 couple.
Summer and tall applications Cor VISTA and the Peace Corps,
Student Union Bldg. lobby.

SATURDAY, JAN. 29
Sigma Chi car wash at Five-Points in Murray and the Gulf
station in Mayfield, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., $1.50.
Raver OVC basltetball, MSU vs. Middle Tenn., Murfreesboro,
Tenn., 7 p.m.
UCM Nowhere Coffeehouse, United Campus Ministry "Bldg.,
8-12 p.m., refreshment'>, 50 cents.

MONDAY, JAN. 31
Racer OVC basketball, MSU vs. Western Ky., Murray State
University Sports Arena, 7:30p.m.
LOS INDIOS CONCERT

TUESDAY, FEB. 1
Workshop for Sea Mist tryouts, Can Health Bldg.

Los Indios Tabajaras

\VEDNESDA Y, FEB. 2

Concert captivates audience
Wearing boldly striped
tunics, bright green trousers, and
Indian headdresses with brilliant
plumes and beaded bands, the
South American duo known as
"Los Indios Trabajaras" walked
on stage to begin their guitar
concert Sunday at the MSU
auditorium. One hundred and
forty minutes, two encores, and
a standing ovation later, they
ended lt.
The audience of
approximately 600 persons was
slow to warm up-but the
intermission saw the unique
style and candid personalities or
the two musicians completely
captivate those present.
The first half of the
diversified program, which
a<:tually consisted ot a singing
comedian, and Instrumental act
all rolled Into one, began with
songs from their native
Trabajaras tribe in Brazil.
They then progressed to the
Japanese "Sakllra, Sakura,"
Judy Garland's "Over the
Rainbow," as well as their own
unscheduled composition,
"Marid Elend," which rocketed
them to stardom In 1963.
The latter half of the
concert was devoted to the

Drama students
join fraternity;

classics. Bach's intricate Prelude
and Fugue No. 6 posed some
problem. Natallco and Antenor
(their Western names) were
thrice forced to start anew,
succeeding finally. Surprisingly
enough, the audience
sympathized with such
determination and what might
have been extremely
embarassing passed smoothly on.
Their versions of Chopin's

Liszt's, and Sibelius'
compositions were all excellent,
but the rendition of
Rimsky-Korsakoff's "Flight of
the Bumble Bee" was nothing
short of amazing.
Los Indios Trabajaras began
their career back in 1936 when
their family moved to Brazil.
They were touring Chile, Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Switzerland, and
Greece by 1950.

THURSDAY, FEB. 3
Election for Student Government. vice-president, Student Union
Bldg., 8 a.m. • 5 p.m.

COLLEGE SHOP
across from MSU library

Welcome
Students

MSU's 60-voice choir
to attend choral clinic
Murray State's 60.voice
choir presented a special concert
at Triton College in River Grove,
Ill. on Jan. 15, at the conclusion
of a two-day vocal-choral clinic
on the campus.
under the direction or
Robert K. Baar, director of
choral activities at Murray State,
the choir also participated In the
clinic. Several choir members
were involved In the opera
workshop session of the clinic.
Baar and Henry Bannon,
assistant professor or music at
Murray State, were among the
five nationally-known musicians
who served as clinicians during
the event.

Baar joined the faculty in
1951. He is currently the state
chairman of the American
Choral Directors Association.
Bannon, on the faculty since
1967, has appeared in leading
opera houses In Europe.
Besides the opera workshop,
other sessions of the clinic
included development or
accompanists, techniques of the
high school voice class, vocal
problems tor young singers, and
c h ora I and co n d u cti ng
techniques.
En route to' River Grove,
the Murray State choir will
present a concert in Carmi, Ill.
The return trip included a stop
at Urbana, Ill. for a program at
the United Presbyterian Church.

We've
redecorated!
Visit us and see
Hayden RickfTlan ·Johnny Rickman
George Smiley Ill Jimmy Brandon
Sale on most Merchandise.
New merchandise arriving
Browse around.

GREATEST SALE EVER

three i;titiated
Three members of the Sock
and Buskin drama club were
initiated into Alpha Psi Omega,
the national honorary drama
fraternity. They are: Mike
Hardy, Jerry Abbitt and Randy
Powell.
Initiated Into Sock and
Buskin were: Rhonda Rawlings,
Grey Hurt, Liz SeCranek, Bryon
Egler, Pam Riley, Marcy Maddox
and Vicki Jo Stevens.
Students Interested in
joining Sock and Buskin are to
meet in the club room near the
old Fine Arts Bldg. lounge at 4
p.m., Feb. 7.

UCM luncheon, United Campus Ministry Bldg., 12:30 p.m., 75
cents.

IN CORN-AUSTIN HISTORY
All
Casual Trousers
up to 14.00

Suits & Sportcoats
Greatly Reduced

$2.50

NOW $5.00

large selection

bid I cJefects

~

One

march of Dimes

Top Coats
and Outerwear

•••W11ess

you
help.

One Group shirts

of shirts

reduced

1/2 Price

to rock bottom

All Mens
dress Trousers
Knit & Woolen
1/3 OFF

Mamly ..........
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Racers slide to
The Murray State Racers
kept busy since the end of last
semester completing its nine
game schedule last Monday.
Since the last publicaLion date,
Murray has posted 5-4 record
compiling .and overall record of
9-5 and a conference record or

were led by All-America Richard
Fuqua with 22. Fuqua, one or
the nation's leading scorers, only
managed to bag 34 per l'cnl of
his lield goal attempts againsL
Murray's sticky defense. His
output was his lowest thio;
season.

l-3.
The Racers ove..rcame Oral
Roberts, the Universitv of
Puclflc, Louisiana College,
Eastern and Corpus Chri~ti .
Losses, meanwhile, came at the
hands of Evansville (in the finale
of the Evansville Tournament),
Morehead, Tennessee Tech, and
East Tennessee.

Photo by WiiAon Woolley
MARCELOUS STARKS, Murray's sophomore centllf', collects two points
ov• the outstretched hand of Morehead's lkC' Unteld, Surks scored a
carMr·hifh 25 points against the Eagr. in Murray's 81-65 loa, but then
put in 31 points thrM games later as Corpus Christt fell victim to a 82·52
barrage. Watching the action are Murray's Marte Hou• 141) and Bill
Mancmi lrigtrtl and tha Eagfes' Bill Doaon (14).

Pacific

Murray continued Its
winning ways as the fired-up
Racers out-gunned the
Univcrsitv of Pacific 90.87 in
overtime· in the first round of
the Evansville Tournament.
Again Taylor provided the
offensh•e punch canning 14 of
Oral Roberts
31 shots and 11 or 14 free tosses
for a total of 39 points. He also
The Racers displayed a grabbed nine rebounds. Bill
balanced offensive attack as they Mancini, however, led Murray in
side-tracked Oral Roberts 94-87 that category with 11 .
in Murray's final home game or
Racers Ron Williams and
1971. A packed house was on Starks added 17 points and
hand to see the Racers, who had Mancini had 12.
ousted Bradley thn.--c nights
Pacific had all Ove s tarters
before, roll up their fourth scoring In double figures. 'l'ht!y
straight victory.
were led by All-America John
The attack was led bv Les Gianelli who cashed in on 10 of
Taylor and Ron Williams' who 15 field goal attempts and three
scored 26 and 22 points of rour free throws for 23
respectively. Sophomore center points. He was also the game's
Marcelous Starks chipped in 16 leading rebounder with 20
and reserve Mark House knotted retrieves.
10.
The win pitted Murray
The losers, who had five against host Evansville in the
players to hit in double figures finale. Evansville staved oft a last
minute Seattle rally to oust their
guests 88-79.

Evansville

..

Les ~~) mean.ff 1nore!

LES TAYLOR, Murray State'l All-America candidate,
shoots over Oral Robert'' Sam McCamey in Sports
Arena action Dec. 18. Taylor led the Rec:ers' attack with
26 points whlla Ron Williams added 22 points. Murray
bMt the TiUins 94-87 to improv11 their season record to
5·1.

cracked knuckle on the small
finger of his shooting hand. It
was reared that Taylor may be
out as much as five weeks with
Murray's conference opener only
a week away,
Mart·elous Starks picked up
the slack scoring 23 points. He
was the only Racer to hit in
double figures. He also crashed
the boards for a game high 11
rebounds.
The win pushed Murray's
record to 7-2.
Morehead
Murray' s first contest
without the services of the 6-3
junior, Taylor, was a disasterous
one. The sophomore dominated
Morehead squad nearly
annihiliated the Hacer.;, 81 -65
on the Racers' floor in both
club's initial conference tilL.
Bill Dotson and Leonard
CoultPr led the bombardment
with 24 and 20 points
respectively. Coulter also
grabbed 1•1 rebounds to lead
both teams in that category.
Ron Williams led the Racers
with 16 points while Starks and
Mancini added 15 and 12
respectively. Starks controlled
the boards for Murray with ten
retrieves.
Over 500 fans turned out to
see· the Racers connect on only
27 or 61 field goal attempts for
their third loss in ten tries.

Eastern

Two nights later, the Racers
The Purple Aces, aided by
hosted pre-season favorite
four technical fouls, recorded
their eighth tournament Eastern again minus Taylor.
Murray rose to the occasion,
championship in 16 tries. The
however, upending the visiting
barrage of technicals came wit.h
14 and a half minutes lert in the Colonels 72-69 much to the
delight of 6500 fans.
game and Evansville leading
Senior forward Bill Mancini
58-48, and sent Murray coach
accounted heavily in the victory.
Cal Luther from the court.
Mancini canned five of seven
Guard John Buse connected
fLrst half field goal attempts and
on three or four gratis throws.
seven of ten free throws to total
The Aces also coverted the
17 points at intermission. His
inbounds pass to pad their
offensive power carried Murray
margin to 15. By lhe lime the
to a 38-28 advantage at break.
Racers could regroup Evansville
The Racers held orr an early
had marched ahead 68-48.
Eastern bulge which saw their
The Racers displayed one or
lead tirmmed to three at 4 7-44
their finest defensive efforts in
with 13:21 to play. Murray,
the ensuing five minutes
behind .Barrett and Starks, again
whittling the gap to 69·62 with
widened the gap, which at one
ten minutes to go. The oCfensive
point reached 64-55, with just
splurge was led by the
5:39
remaining.
tournament's most valuable
Eastern then began its
player, Les Taylor who hit 18 of
his 33 points during the second second rally of the period
half despite carrying four whittling the lead to a single
point at 70-69 with :45 in the
personal fouls.
game.
'l'he Colonelli had a shot
Murray center Marcelous Starks,
with
15 seconds remaining
who had already sat out over
half the game, fouled out. which could have won the game
Evansville then coasted to a but Billy Burton's rive-footer
rimmed out and Williams ended
91-83 win.
Williams canned 14 points the contest with a layup at the
while Steve Barrett and Mancini gun.
Mancini who managed just
each had 13 along with Taylor's
four shots the second hair still
33.
The Aces, who had five led all scorers with 23 points and
players to J;Core in double grabbed a game high of 13
figures, were led by Rick Coffey rebounds in his best
with 23 and Steve Weimer with performance of his collegiate
18. Weimer also led the game in career. He was aided offensively
by Williams, Starks, and Barrett
rebounding with 16.
who cashed 18, 13 and 10 points
respectively. Starks was the
Louis.i:mna Colk-ge
game's second leading rebounder
with 10 retrieves.
Charles Mitchell, who was
Murray opened the new the instigater of Eastern's surge,
year against Louisiana College. It canned nine of 16 field goal tries
was the Racers' final tune-up and four of five free throws for
before conference play.
22 points.
Although Murray won the
Murray outshot Eastern
tilt, 72-55, All-America 62.8 per cent to 49 per cent
candidate Les Taylor sufferE-d a from the floor, and 6<1 to 63 per
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Intramural Basketball
'
(

.

Pikes morn into lead;
Sigma Nu, Sigma Pi fall
Pi Kappa Alpha moved into
Alpha Tau Omega beat
undisputed possession of first Sigma Phi Epsilon 39-37 in
place in the Greek basketball overtime, and Lambda Chi
league with a 36-33 overtime Alpha clobbered Tau Kappa
victory over Sigma Nu.
Epsilon 44-20 to move into third
Sigma Pi, which was place.
undefeated, lost to a fired-up
Sigma Chi squad 51-30 and
Kappa Alpha won their
dropped into a tie with Sigma second game by beating winless
Nu ror second place.
Alpha Gamma Rho 33-25.

Racers, Undisputed Truth closing

Outsiders in command
The Outsiders continue to
pace the Independent West
division of intramural basketball
as they bombed BSU no. 2
49·22.

Right behind the Outsiders
are the Racers and Undisputed
Truth, one-half game out of first
place.
Undisputed Truth trounced
Alpha Kappa Psi 60·36 and the

Racers barely got by the Snakes
36-35. Mob won their fourth
game 61-30 over the Sphinx
Squad, and Alpha Kappa Alpha
squeezed out a 25-24 victory
over the 5 Fitz.

In Independent East

Thang, Omega Psi Phi lead
Thang and Omega Psi Phi
are still tied for the top spot in
the Independent East dh·ision of
intramural basketball.
Both teams continued their
winning ways with convincing
victories-Thang beating the
StrikeOuts 62-40 and Omega Psl
Phi walloping Bambi's Bombers

Four teams tied

51-27.
BSU no. 1 beat BSU no. 3
52·31 for a share or second
place, while the 'Breds and the
Bowery boys also grabbed a part
of the runner.up spot. 'The
'Breds beat the Vets Club 48--31
and the Bowery Boys edged the ,
Stars 39-34.
The Linksmen brought their
record up to the .500 level with
a 31-14 victory over the Hill
Gang.

Make
Western
See

Blue

in J)orm League
Four teams are tied for the
lead in the Dormitory League at
the half-way point.

Pboto by Bob Bur
DON FULTS, Sigma Nu guard, puts the move on Pi Kappa Alpha's Ross
Davers in tht Pikes 36-31 victory over Sigma Nu. The win, coupled with
Sigma Che's trouncing of Sigma Pi, put the Pikes in the 1op spot in the
Greek intramural bm'tttball league.

Road Runners take F r osh lead
#

'l'he Road Runners took over
sole possession of first place in
the Freshman League with a
35-33 victory over Franklin 3rd
Floor. Lucifer and F3F remain a
full game behind the Road
Runners.

In other action Lucifer won
by forfeit over Richmond no. 1,
while Richmond no. 2 and
Richmond no . 3· 1 and
Richmond no. 3·2 and
Richmond no. 4 were involved
in double forfeits.

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

The Raiders kept in
contention with a 44·29 victory
over the Rebels. The Champions
thumped the 5th Floor Gang
34-19 to grab part of the lead.
The Baby Racers stayed in
the race with a 25-21 win over
the Red Shirts and Mudd beat
the Chokers 20-17 to make the
race a four·way tie.
The Fearsome 5 and the
Centaurs were involved in a
double forfeit game.

SAVE S30
...on this Compact Astro-Sonic
3-pc. Stereo FM /AM RadioPhono Component System

Clearance Sale
1/ 2 Price
All Sta-Prest Pants and Knits

25% Reduction
On Shirts and Knit Shirts

NOWS269.95

25% Off

Compact model 9292 brings you superb Magnavox
sound reproduction plus great versatility. 30-Watts
EIA music power, two High-Compliance 6" and
two 3W' speakers in an Air- Suspension System,
plus deluxe Micromatic player with Cue Control and
Stylus Pressure Adjustment. Jacks for optionals
(tape. headphones) . Dust cover is included . A lso
save on M agnav ox Color Stereo Theat res.
Color TV. St ereo Con soles. T ap e Recorders.
Radios and Monochrome TV ..• NOW I

All Male Brand Pants

Pants 'N Things
1303 Chestnut
Mon.- Fri.

Sat.

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Center - Chestnut St.

Noon til 8 p.m.

10 a .m. til 6 p.m.

Ph. 753-7575

r
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Make W ~tern See Blue
By JERRY FERGASON
It's been a tough season tor our Racers this year,
But there's something I must leU you.
Even if they don't win another game all year,
They're sure going to make Western see blue!
You see, we've got Steve Banett on our team,
And he dribbles and shoots with great ease.
He's a big reason that come Monday night.
Western will be brought to their knees.
Ron Williams is a great defensive man,
But he can beat you in other ways too.
He fights on the boards and often he scores,
Poor Western, they'll be seeing blue.
Bill Mancini must have wings,
Since he flies through the air to rebound.
He's one of the leaders in field goal percentage,
And he'll certainly shoot Western down.
~arcelous Starks is a definite plus,
Smce he constantly clears the boards.
And if he gets the ball anywhere near the goal,
More often than not he scores.
Steve Brown has a great shooting eye,
And he improves with each Racer game.
When he gets through with Western Monday night
The Hill toppers won't be the same.
'

Mark House is my kind of guy,

Since he always gives his best.
He rebounds well and scores, too,
Yes, he'll help lay Western to rest.
About Les Taylor what can I say,
Except that he's tile best in the land.
The only way anyone has stopped him so far
Is by breaking his shooting hand.
Coach Luther, I'm sure, will come up with some plans
To stop Western's big guns.
Coach is a man who will never say die
And his Racers will get the job done.
With a pep band that is second to none,
And a crowd that can't be beat,
Murray will win, it won't even be close
And the victory will taste oh so sweet. '
So there you have them, the coach and players
Who represent M. S. U.
And I'm going to be there Monday night
When Murray makes Western see blue.

Host Western, Parsons

Racers tangle Middle,
r eturn home Monday
The Murray State Racers
wind up ll rugged three game
road trip tomorrow night as the
Racers travel to Murfreesboro to
meet head on with Middle
Tennessee State University. The
Blue Raiders were the last OVC
school to drop from the
unbeaten ranks in conference
play.
The Blue Raiders opened
their conference play Jan. 15
against East Tennessee in
Murfreesboro. The Bucs were no
match for the finesse exerted by
guards Hennan Sykes and
Jimmy Drew and were easily set
aside.
The Blue Raiders continued
to use a home court advantage as
they outlasted arch-rival
Tennessee Tech two nights later.
The Golden Eagles have since
moved into a rmt place tie with
Eastern Kentucky for the
conference title with a 3-1
record.
Middle ran into some
problems, however, when they
hit the road for the first time
and wound up in Richmond
against the Colonels. It was
nearly a disaster. The Colonels
outclassed their guests in every
category.
The following Monday
night, the Blue Raiders
continued to run into problems
playing away from home.
Although putting up a good
tight, they feU victim to
Morehead but this time only a
single point seperated the two
clubs.

Indians f all 96-94

Frosh rally nips PCC
Coach Kayo Willis stated at
the outset of this season that
this year's squad contained more
talent than last year's team
which compiled a record mark
of 21 wins and no losses.
Although the statement
sounded incredible and
especially astounding after the
Baby Racers received three
setbacks, Wednesday night
Coach Willis and his yearlings
proved there was some truth in
his comment.
'l'he Murray freshmen
avenged a 14-point loss suffered
earlier this season in Murray by
roaring from behind to
overcome the powerful Paducah
Community College Indiana
96.94. It was the Indians first
setback in 16 contests.
The Indians, utilizing a
rugged defense which caused
numerous turnovers, jumped to
an early lead and mounted a
16-4 advantage. Mike Coleman
kept the frosh within striking
distance, however by collecting
Murray's first six points.
With 10:10 left to play in
the initial period, Paducah had
nnaly taken charge of the seesaw
contest and clung to a 34-20
lead. Coleman, however scored
eight straight points to cut the
lead to 34·28.
Paducah quickly rebuilt
their lead jumping back on top
40.28. T.C. Jamison then took
over scoring Murray's last eight
points of the half cutting the
margin to 42-36 with 4:02 in the
half remaining and 53·-10 by
lntemtission.
The Racers got off to
another slow start as the second
half got underway. Larry Kelly
and ,Jamison accounted for 1•1 of

Murray's first 16 second half
points bul it wasn't enough to
keep the Indians from building a
70-54 advantage with over 13:00
left to be played.
It was Coleman's tum to go
to work again. He hadn't scored
in over 12 minutes, but he
canned 19 in the final 12

MIKE COLEMAN, Murray's standout
freshman canter, scores on a driving
layup against Southetn Illinois
Univ111sity in a contest preceeding the
Racer -Eastern Kentucky Q!lme.

minutes nad was a real factor in
the victory.
Guard Darnell Adell also
played a major roll in bringing
Murray alive as he scored four
straight points and assisted in
several others as Murray pulled
to within two, 74-72, with 8:32
in the game. Coleman's
three-point play seconds later
put the Racers ahead 75-74.
Murray had outscored their
opponents 20-4 in a six-minute
span.
The lead changed hands
several times in the waning
moments. A st.eal by Paducah
climaxed a four-point play
which saw the [ndians go on top
81-77 with 5:57 left. Paducah
maintained the lead until
Coleman connected for six
straight points lifting Murray to
a 93-90 lead with :39 showing
on the clock.
Following a Paducah
bucket, teams exchanged a (ree
toss leaving Murray on top 95-94
advantage. The second attempt,
however, rimmed off and
Paducah obtained possession
proceeded across the time line
and called time out with :02
showing on the clock. A last
second shot fell short and
Murray won 96-94.
Coleman and Jamison Jed
the attack with 34 and 28 points
respectively. They got offensive
help from Kelly and Adell who
added 12 and 11 respectively.
The win pushed the frosh
season record to 9-3. The Bnby
Racers beat Goodyear Tire
96-84, Southern Illinois 106-82,
which also avenged an earlier
loss), Southeast Missouri 94-80,
and Evansvllle University 102-94
earlier this month.

The Blue Raiders should
prove to be more than just a
formidable roe as they return to
Murfreesboro especially for
Murray which still is without the
services of superstar Les Taylor.
The Racers couldn't quite
repeat the performance it
greeted Eastern with and
dropped close decisions to
Tennessee Tech and East
Tennessee both awav.
The Racers have completely
dominiated the series with
Middle winning 50 of 55
contests. The Racers have won
17 straight with Middle's last
victory coming in 1963.
Monday night Murray will
return home to host the Western
Hilltoppers. Both Western and
Murray are capable of
controlling the title. Murray will
carry the advantage, however,
with Les Taylor dressing for the
fmt time. Incentive and a home
court advantage may prove to be
the difference.
The Hilltoppers have split
four conference contests,
beating East Tennessee and
Morehead while losing the
Eastern and Tennessee Tech.
They also have impressive
showings against big name
schools such as Pennsylvania and

La Salle.
The Topper's hopes will be
pinned on returnees Jerry Dunn
and Jerome Perry. They should
also get some explosive scoring
out of Terry Davis and Tony
Stroud.
Although not as tall as last
year, the Toppers have just as
quick and strong defensive squad
as a year ago. Their lack of
board strength and explosive
scoring has hindered them
somewhat this season.
Western maintains a
commanding 71-34 advantage in
the series although only beating
Luther's companies 15 times In
25 attempts.
The Racers will then host
Parsons College who have eight
of 11 lettermen returning [rom
last year's 17-7 club. The
Wildcats have also added three
transfers who have aided heavily
to their backcourt strength.
Leading returnees Include
6·7 Tim Dieters, 6-4 Greg Death,
6·3 Maliston Stanley, 6-2 Charles
Laswon, 6-3 Gene Williams, 6·6
Ozie Eggelton, and 5·9 Rich
Forbes. Newcomers to the squad
include 6-7 George Green, 6-6
Ron Claybourne, 6-6 Larry
Thorpe, and 5·11 Henry
Washington.

Our Foes
Eastern, Tenn. Tech
tangle for top spot
Tomorrow night. Tennessee
Tech and Eastern Kentucky will
square orr for sole possession of
first place. 1'he co-leaders carry
identical 3·1 conference records
into tomorrow's contest in
Cookeville.
Other games will match
Austin Peay and Western,
Morehead and East Tennessee
11nd Middle and Murray.
The Colonels and Golden
Eagles gained l.emporary control
of the slippery Cirsl place slot
alter two bruising weeks in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
The pre-season favorite
Colonels gained co-possession by
crushing Middle Tennessee
Saturday night and Western
Kentucky Monday night. The
Blue Raiders were the final cines
to fall from the unbeaten ranks
in conference play.
The Colonels opened their
conference race by nipping a
muchly improved Austin Peay
squad in Clarksville. ll was not
determined that Eastern would
be the winner until the final
seconds Licked away. 1'he
following night, the Colonels
ventured to the Den Lo meet the
Taylorless Racers.
Murray, which also opened
its conference slate the Saturday
before, was considered a heavy
underdog. The Racers were
bombed by Morehead on the
same floor just 48 hours earlier.
This time , however, even
without the services of junior
Les Taylor the Racer were not
to be denied.
Tennessee Tec h, on the
other hand, opened with an
impressive victory over the
Hilltoppers in Bowllng Green.
Many spectators were somewhat
dismayed, however, when the
Golden Eagles lost lo Middle
Tennessee two day~> lnt.er.

The Golden Eagles came
back strong outlasting the
Racers and then trouncing the
Governors In Cookeville.
That left both clubs with
3·1 records and in first place.
Middle Tennessee, Austin
Peay, Morehead, and Western are
all bunched together with 2·2
slates.
The Blue Raiders opened
with wins over East Tennessee
and Tennessee Tech leaving
them the only unbeaten team In
the conference. Middle,
however, dropped two straight
first to Eastern and then to
Morehead.
Austin Peay lost a close one
to Eastern but regrouped to
shock Morehead the next time
out. The Govs then knocked off
East Tennessee before bowing to
Tennessee Tech.
Morehead opened with an
impressive win over Murray but
lhen were shattered by Austin
Peay. The Eagles also faltered In
Bowling Green but revived to
nip Middle in Murfreesboro.
The Hilltoppers lost to
Tennessee Tech and Eastern but
conquered Morehead and East
Tennes..c;ee.
Murray and East bring up
the rear with idenlical 1-3
marks. Murray beat Eastern
while losing to Tech, Middle and
Morehead. The Sues topped
Murray but lost to Middle,
Western, and Austin Peay.
Team
Eastern
Tenn. Tech
Middle Tenn.
Austin :Peay
Western
Morehead
Murray
East Tennessee

Conf.
WL
3 1
3 1
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2

1 3
1 3

ALL
WL
8 5
8 4
8 4
7 5
7 7
7 6
9 5
6 8

